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REGULAR COUNCIL 
 
TO: Mayor & Council DATE: July 16, 2012 
 
FROM: General Manager, Finance & Technology FILE: 1880-20 
 
SUBJECT: Quarterly Financial Report - Second Quarter- 2012 
 

 
RECOMMENDATION 
 
The Finance and Technology Department recommends that Council receive this report as information. 
 
INTENT 
 
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an update on the City’s financial activity for the 
second quarter of 2012 and to compare that activity with the 2012 Financial Plan and the same period in 
prior years. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The 2012-2016 Five Year Financial Plan was adopted by Council on February 6th, 2012. 
 
The following provides a summary of current economic conditions followed by an outline of Surrey’s 
financial performance for the second quarter of 2012.  It also includes an overview of the performance of 
the City’s investment portfolio. 
 
International Overview 
 
Growth trends have continued to slow in the global economy over the second quarter of 2012.  The 
prolonged European debt crisis and uncertainties over the future of the European Union are causing 
instability in world financial markets.  Greece’s pending exit from the Euro Zone has been temporarily 
avoided by the election of its new government.  It remains to be seen whether European leaders will 
offer additional time for Greece to meet strict financial targets imposed as a condition of its bailout 
loans. 
 
The emerging markets of Brazil, Russia, India and China are facing challenges as their pace of growth 
slows due to trade limitations imposed by the debt crisis in the Euro zone.  Russia’s growth is further 
affected by falling oil prices.  Purchasing power is diminishing in Brazil and India resulting from 
increased inflation.  China is being affected by slow growth in exports, factory production and the 
housing market.  Overall, economic growth projections have worsened in the second quarter in 
comparison to the first quarter. 
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United States Overview 

US job growth is behind market expectations for the second quarter of 2012.  The unemployment rate 
has increased to 8.2% but is expected to improve slightly as the year progresses. 
 
The debt crisis in Europe is affecting the US economic recovery as many businesses are holding back on 
investments and hiring due to reduced confidence in the global financial markets.  The global 
uncertainty, combined with slower job growth, has led to reduced consumer spending in the second 
quarter of 2012.  Consumer spending grew at an annualized rate of 2.1% in the second quarter, less than 
the annualized rate of 2.8% in the first quarter of the year. 
 
Canadian Overview 

Growth for the Canadian economy has fallen well short of the Bank of Canada’s forecast for the first half 
of 2012.  Due to uncertainties in the international environment, the Bank of Canada continues to hold 
the overnight interest rate at 1.0%.  It is projected to remain at that rate to the end of the year. 
 
Although record low interest rates over the last few years have fuelled consumption, high household 
indebtedness remains the greatest financial risk domestically.  Concerns loom that consumers will not 
be able to service their debt if interest or unemployment rates rise.  In an attempt to address the rising 
rates of indebtedness, the Federal government has introduced new rules limiting the amortization 
period of federally-insured mortgages to 25 years and reduced the amount that homeowners can borrow 
against their home to 80% of the value of the home.  With the ability of Canadians to shoulder 
additional debt diminishing, the economy cannot continue to rely on consumer consumption to sustain 
growth. 
 
British Columbia Overview 

The British Columbia economy is expected to keep pace with the rest of Canada with GDP growth 
forecasted at 2.0% for 2012.   The unemployment rate rose to 7.4% in the second quarter of 2012, a slight 
increase of 0.5% from the first quarter of the year and is forecasted to drop to 7.0% by the end of the 
year. 
 
Home sales and listings have maintained a steady pace over the last few months.  Many analysts believe 
that home prices in BC are over-valued and corrections are due over the next two to three years.  Tighter 
mortgage rules will make it harder for first time home buyers to enter the market. 
 
The growth of BC exports has slowed considerably in 2012 with decreases in exports to the US, Japan and 
the European Union.  A slowdown in the Chinese housing market has led to decreased lumber exports. 
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Surrey’s Financial Performance 
 
Development in Surrey continues to flourish.  Applications for multi-family dwellings have increased as 
Surrey remains a relatively affordable market in the Region.  The City’s focus on City Centre is attracting 
investors looking for an opportunity to move into the area.  The construction of new civic facilities 
identified as part of the ‘Build Surrey’ Program will also continue to bolster development.  As a result, 
the level of new development activity in 2012 is expected to be slightly higher than 2011. 
 
The following graphs show the actual revenue that was collected by the City in the first half of each of 
the noted years.  The City’s budget is based on accounting principles which require that development-
related revenues be distributed over time to match the timing of the related expenses incurred by the 
City.  This revenue deferral process means that although there may be a significant reduction in the 
actual revenue collected in any given period, the effect of this reduction will not be recognized for some 
time into the future, which in some cases will be in the following year.  The timing difference between 
the collection of revenue and the recognition of that revenue allows staff to take early action to address 
revenue fluctuations. 
 
The following graphs illustrate how the results for the first six months of 2012 compare to previous years’ 
results for the same period: 
 
 

 
Graph 3 
 

Application fees collected in the second quarter 
of the year are 18% higher than those collected for 
the same period last year.  Applications have 
increased due to investor and developer 
confidence in Surrey and demand for housing 
units coupled with low interest rates. 

 
Graph 4 
 

Building permit fees are 19% higher than those 
collected in the same period last year.  This is 
attributable to the increase in the number of 
multi-housing units being built in the City and in 
part related to the permits related to the 
construction of the Surrey Pre-Trial Centre and 
the Surrey Memorial Hospital. 
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Graph 5 

 
Construction value of commercial and 
industrial building permits for the first six 
months of 2012 is lower compared to 2011.  
The 2011 value included the new RCMP E-
Division Headquarters.  Construction 
value remains high in 2012 when 
compared to the years 2008 through 2010, 
due to the development in City Centre, 
the Guildford Wal-Mart expansion and 
development in Campbell Heights. 
 

 
Graph 6 

 
Overall, the value of new construction in 
the City for the first six months of the 
year is 33% more than the same time 
period last year.  The overall increase is 
primarily due to the increase in the 
number of multi-family dwellings being 
constructed.   
 
 

 
Graph 7 

 
Engineering Land Development fees collected in 
the first six months of the year are 16% higher 
than the same period in 2011.  The number of 
servicing agreements has increased as a result of 
an increase in building permits. 
 

 
Graph 8 

 
Development Cost Charges that have been 
collected in the first six months of the 
year are 69% higher than those collected 
in the same period of 2011.  The City 
collects DCC revenue throughout the year 
and distributes it to related construction 
programs in the following year.  
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Graph 9 

 
Graph 10 

The value of new construction is converted into taxable assessed values and is the ‘growth’ component 
of the City’s annual property tax levy.  The tax rate for commercial/industrial properties is about three 
times that of residential properties.  This means that a commercial property with the same assessed 
value as a residential property will generate three times property taxes.  In 2012, increases in commercial 
assessment will account for 10% of the assessment growth and 25% of the property tax growth, while 
residential assessment will account for 90% of the assessment growth and 75% of property tax revenue 
growth. 
 

 
Graph 11 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Business license revenue is higher in 2012 than 
the same period for 2011. 
 
 
 
 
 

Comparison of Actual Revenues and Expenditures versus the 2012 Budget (Financial Plan) 
 
The following graphs illustrate the variances between the actual and the budgeted revenues and 
expenditures, excluding transfers to reserves, for the first six months of 2012. 
 

                  
Graph 10              Graph 11 
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Appendix A documents the general fund revenues and expenditures for the second quarter of 2012 at 
a more detailed level.  Each of the City Departments is closely monitoring their actual financial 
results on a monthly basis.  The following is an explanation on a department-by-department basis of 
year to date variances in relation to the 2012 Financial Plan: 
 

RCMP currently shows an unfavourable variance of $606,000.  This is due to an increase in 
RCMP contract costs.  It is expected that this department will have an unfavourable variance 
of $500,000 at year end. 

Fire Services has a favourable variance of $591,000 as a result of vacancy gapping and the 
timing in purchasing supplies.  It is expected that Fire Services will have a favourable 
variance of about $400,000 at year end.  

Engineering Services currently has a favourable variance of $133,000, which is due primarily to 
an increase in Land Development revenue.  It is expected that the Department will have a 
positive variance of about $200,000 at year end. 

Parks, Recreation & Culture Department is showing a favourable variance of $300,000, which 
is primarily due to the timing of revenue received for programming and the timing of related 
expenditures. It is expected that this Department will have a favourable variance of about 
$500,000 at year end.  

Library Services has a positive variance of $185,000 due to vacancies and timing of expenses.  
It is expected that Library Services will have a positive variance of about $100,000 by year 
end. 

Planning and Development Department, which also includes Civic Facilities, is reporting a 
favourable variance of $613,000 due to vacancies and timing of maintenance costs.  It is 
expected that this Department will have a favourable variance of about $900,000 at the end 
of the year. 

Mayor and Council has a favourable variance of $8,000, due to timing of expenditures.  It is 
expected that this Department will meet budget by year end. 

City Grants has a positive variance of $70,000, due to timing of grant payments.  City Grants 
are expected to meet budget at the end of the year. 

City Manager’s Department is currently reporting a favourable variance of $466,000 due to 
revenue increases from fees and fines, vacancies and the timing of expenditures.  It is 
expected that City Manager’s Department will have a favourable variance of about $600,000 
at year end. 

Investment & Intergovernmental Relations Department is currently reporting a favourable 
variance of $3,000.  This department is expected to meet budget at the end of the year. 

Finance & Technology Department currently has a favourable variance of $270,000.  This is 
primarily due to the timing of the payments on IT maintenance contracts.  It is expected that 
this Department will have a favourable variance of about $400,000 at year end. 

Human Resources Department has a positive variance of $4,000 due primarily to the timing of 
expenses.  It is expected that the Human Resources Department will meet budget at the end 
of the year. 

Staff will continue to closely monitor all areas to ensure that immediate action is taken to address 
negative financial variances in comparison to budget and to reduce as much as possible, the 2012 
budgeted transfer from surplus of $4.0 million. 
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City Investment Portfolio  
 
The Schedules in Appendix B include a summary of the City’s investment portfolio.  Schedule 1 is a 
summary of investments by issuer type with comparative totals for each month-end from April 
through June 2012.  Schedule 2 is a detailed listing of securities as at June 30, 2012 sub-totalled by 
issuer type. 
 
It is important to note that although the investment portfolio is currently valued at $804 million, 
most of these funds have either been committed to specific capital projects or are operating funds 
that have been invested until they are needed to pay operating expenses. 
 
The City’s investment portfolio is currently earning a combined rate of approximately 3.2%, while 
maintaining investment security as outlined in the City’s investment policy.  This is currently in line 
with the budget amount for returns on investment as anticipated in the 2012 Financial Plan.  Interest 
revenue is expected to meet budget targets for 2012. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Development activity experienced in the second quarter of 2012 is higher than that of the same 
period in 2011.  This is primarily due to low interest rates and the construction of more multi-family 
residential units in response to market demands.  The 2012 adopted Financial Plan anticipates a 
transfer from surplus of $4.0 million.  Staff will continue to closely monitor all areas to ensure that 
immediate action is taken to address negative variances and to reduce as much as possible by year 
end this budgeted transfer from surplus.  
 
 
 
 
 
    Vivienne Wilke, CGA 
    General Manager,  
    Finance & Technology 
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APPENDIX A-1 
 

 
 
 
 
 

2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012

2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q uarter Projected Annual Projected

REVENUE SUMMARY Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance 

Net Taxation 119,261$        120,326$            1,065$        238,652$    240,652$        2,000$        

Non-Tax Revenues 11,200            11,701            501                 23,812        23,612            (200)           

Provincial Casino Revenue Sharing 1,486              1,500              14                   3,000          3,000              0                 

Build Surrey Program 2,414              2,414              0                     7,243          7,243              0                 

Utility Recoveries 2,240              2,240              0                     4,480          4,480              0                 

Program Revenues 33,103            32,462            (641)               64,696        63,996            (700)           

TOTAL REVENUES 169,704$        170,643$        939$               341,883$    342,983$        1,100$        

2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012

2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q uarter Projected Annual Projected

EXPENDITURE SUMMARY Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance 

Program Expenditures 147,028$        148,477$        1,449$            302,315$    304,215$        1,900$        

Council Projects 73                   73                   0                     250             250                 0 

City Beautification 1,296              1,296              0                     2,734          2,734              0 

Crime Reduction 83                   83                   0                     300             300                 0 

Social Well-Being Plan 639                 639                 0                     1,735          1,735              0 

Clean Energy 29                   29                   0                     185             185                 0 

Sustainability 125                 125                 0                     250             250                 0 

Build Surrey Program 2,414              2,414              0                     7,243          7,243              0 

Fiscal Services 548                 548                 0                     1,241          1,241              0 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 152,235$        153,684$        1,449$            316,253$    318,153$        1,900$        

2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012

2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q uarter Projected Annual Projected

TRANSFER SUMMARY Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance 

Transfer to Capital Program 2,900$            2,900$            0$                   5,800$        5,800$            0$               

Transfer to Capital Program - Gaming 1,486              1,500              14                   3,000          3,000              0 

Transfers To(From) Own Sources 10,728 10,572            (156)               20,028        20,028            0 

TOTAL TRANSFERS 15,114$          14,972$          (142)$             28,828$      28,828$          0$               

PROJECTED SURPLUS (DEFICIT) 800$           

BUDGETED TRANSFER FROM SURPLUS (3,998)

ANTICIPATED SURPLUS (DEFICIT) AT YEAR END (3,198)$      

2012 2ND QUARTER COUNCIL REPORT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - REVENUES & EXPENDITURES

$  000's
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APPENDIX A-2 
 

 
 
 
 
 

2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012

2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q uarter Projected Annual Projected

PROGRAM REVENUES Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance 

R.C.M.P. 3,735$            3,600$            (135)$             7,296$            7,196$            (100)$             

Fire 190 164 (26) 1,546 1,446 (100)

Engineering Services 3,050 3,000 (50) 5,400 5,200 (200)

Parks, Recreation & Culture 11,602 11,648 46 21,908 22,408 500 

Surrey Public Library 805 802 (3) 1,593 1,593 0 

Planning & Development 9,457 9,016 (441) 18,431 17,631 (800)

City Manager 3,718 3,726 8 7,286 7,386 100 

Finance & Technology 536 500 (36) 1,226 1,126 (100)

Human Resources 10 6 (4) 10 10 0 

TOTAL PROGRAM REVENUES 33,103$          32,462$          (641)$             64,696$          63,996$          (700)$             

2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012

2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q uarter Projected Annual Projected

PROGRAM EXPENDITURES Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance 

R.C.M.P. 56,270$          55,529$          (741)$             112,383$        111,783$        (600)$             

Fire 24,758 25,323 565 52,794 53,094 300 

Engineering Services 3,329 3,412 83 6,335 6,335 0 

Parks, Recreation & Culture 25,326 25,672 346 56,997 57,997 1,000 

Surrey Public Library 5,858 6,040 182 11,735 11,835 100 

Planning & Development 11,229 11,401 172 23,318 23,418 100 

Mayor & Council 633 641 8 1,280 1,280 0 

City Grants 869 939 70 1,239 1,239 0 

City Manager 5,066 5,540 474 11,106 11,806 700 

Investment & Intergov Rel 791 794 3 1,584 1,584 0 

Finance & Technology 11,456 11,743 287 20,673 20,973 300 

Human Resources 1,443 1,443 0 2,871 2,871 0 

TOTAL PROGRAM EXPENDITURES 147,028$        148,477$        1,449$            302,315$        304,215$        1,900$            

2012 2012 2012 2012 2012 2012

2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q tr - June 2nd Q uarter Projected Annual Projected

NET PROGRAM Actual Budget Variance Actual Budget Variance 

R.C.M.P. 52,535$          51,929$          (606)$             105,087$        104,587$        (500)$             

Fire 24,568 25,159 591 51,248 51,648 400                 

Engineering Services 279 412 133 935 1,135 200                 

Parks, Recreation & Culture 13,724 14,024 300 35,089 35,589 500 

Surrey Public Library 5,053 5,238 185 10,142 10,242 100 

Planning & Development 1,772 2,385 613 4,887 5,787 900 

Mayor & Council 633 641 8 1,280 1,280 0 

City Grants 869 939 70 1,239 1,239 0 

City Manager 1,348 1,814 466 3,820 4,420 600 

Investment & Intergov Rel 791 794 3 1,584 1,584 0 

Finance & Technology 10,920 11,244 324 19,447 19,847 400 

Human Resources 1,433 1,437 4 2,861 2,861 0 

NET PROGRAM TOTAL 113,925$        116,016$        2,091$            237,619$        240,219$        2,600$            

2012 2ND QUARTER COUNCIL REPORT
DEPARTMENTAL DETAIL

$ 000's
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APPENDIX B-3 
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